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S .T .. Coleridge’s. drama. Zapolya. offers. an. intriguing. test. case ..Why. did.
a perceptive.critic.of.Shakespeare. fail.as.a playwright?. It. is.generally.agreed.
that.his.plays.belong.to.his.“minor”.works ..Nonetheless,.his.tragedy.Remorse.
achieved.a relative.stage.success.at.Drury.Lane. in.1813 ..While.Zapolya.was.
never. staged. in. the.patent. theatres,. its.melodramatic.adaptation.by.Thomas.





1. .Advertised.together.with.a comic.ballet.called.Housewarming.and.a burletta.Tom Jones in.















ent.Garden.and.Drury.Lane.and. in. summer.Haymarket.were.given.a  royal.
licence.to.produce.spoken.“legitimate”.drama ..This.licence,.however,.could.be.
circumvented.by.minor.theatres.under.the.so-called.“burletta”.licence,.which.
allowed. to. use. speech. in. musical. drama .. In. theatrical. practice. this. meant.














2. . J .A .. Cuddon. in.The Penguin Dictionary of Literary Terms and Literary Theory 3rd. ed . 
(1977, London:.Penguin,.1991).describes.melodrama.in.terms.of.its.historical.development.and.















































close.to.melodrama ..Indeed.“melodrama”.is.the.term.used.to.describe.Remorse in.The Oxford 
Companion to English Literature,.ed ..Margaret.Drabble,.6th.ed ..(Oxford:.Oxford.UP,.2000).217 ..
See.Coghen.2005:.136 .
280. Monika.Coghen
uses. this. term. interchangeably.with. the. term. “romantic.drama”. to.describe.
Shakespeare’s.plays:.“they.are.in.the.ancient.sense.neither.Tragedies.nor.Com-



























other,.and.all.prominent ..–.Now.at.D .L ..they.have.not.a single.tolerable.Actress:.
and.excepting.Kean.scarcely.one.effective.Tragic.Actor ..–.If.I send.it.to.C .G .,.it.will.
be.either.damned.on.the.first.night,.or.have.a more.than.ordinary.Run.–.from.the.
boldness.and.originality.of.the.Plan ..If.I send.it.to.D .L ..it.will.run.a still.greater.
5. . Foakes. points. out. that. the. distinction. comes. from. Schlegel,. but.Romance. seems. to. be.
Coleridge’s.own.term .
6. . As,. for. instance,. in. David. Garrick’s. A  Christmas Tale. (1774),. subtitled. “A  Dramatic.
Entertainment .”.
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Risk.of.instant.failure.from.the.technical.Criticasters,.and.no.chance.of.popularity ..
(Coleridge.1959:.617–8)
Covent.Garden’s.main.star.at. the. time.was.Eliza.O’Neill,.but. it.was.also. the.
theatre.where.Mrs ..Siddons.performed.during.the.last.years.of.her.career,.and.
indeed.briefly.re-appeared.in.1816 ..Coleridge.might.have.had.Miss.O’Neill.in.
mind. for. the.character.of.Sarolta,.and.Zapolya.would.have.suited.Mrs ..Sid-
dons’s.repertoire .
The. play.was,. however,. rejected. by.Covent.Garden,. and.Coleridge. sent.
it to.Byron.on.10.April.1816 ..Byron.would.not.have.had.much.time.to.attend.











in.either.Macnamura.Morgan’s.adaptation,.The Sheep-Shearing: or Florizel and 
Perdita,.or.Garrick’s.version,.Florizel and Perdita,.both.of.which.omitted.the.
first.act.and.concentrated.on.the.love.story.between.the.prince.and.the.shep-
herdess. who. fortunately. turned. out. to. be. a  princess. (Bartholomeusz. 1982:.
29–41),.transforming.the.play.into.pastoral.romance ..Gothic.melodrama.was.
the. form. into.which.Coleridge’s. “dramatic. romance”. could. easily. be. trans-
formed,.and.Coleridge.was.willing.to.agree,.though.entertaining.fears.for.his.
literary.reputation.(Coleridge.1959:.644) ..But.when.Kinnaird.was.no.longer.













. 1 .. Two.Acts.and.the.Skeleton.of.the.Remainder.of.a Tragicomedy,.entitled.Love.and.
Loyalty ..–.I wrote.it.with.a view.to.Stage.Effect.–.&.that.merit,.I think.it.would.
have –
. 2 .. Laugh.till.you.lose.him.–.a dramatic.Romance.– ..Putting.all.merit.out.of.the.Ques-
tion,.it.is.in.the.scheme.more.analogous.to.the.Tempest.than.any.other ..The.Songs,.
&.one.act.written .
. 3 .. An.entertainment. in. two.acts.–. the.Scene. in.Arabia.–.First. act.finished,.&. the.
Songs.for.the.second .
. 4 ..The.Three.Robbers,.a Mime.or.speaking.Ballet.–.for.Christmas .
. 5 .. A scheme.at.large.for.a Pantomime.–.from.a Story.in.the.Tartarian.Tales,.which.
delighted.me.when.a Boy .–.(Coleridge.1959:.606).
Although.it.would.be.difficult.to.take.any.of.these.projects.in.earnest,.they.





















Kings,.this.sceptered.isle   .. .. .”:.“If.this.sentence.were.properly.repeated.every.
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man.would.retire.from.the.theatre.secure.in.his.country.if.secure.in.his.own.
virtue”.(Coleridge.1987:.i ..378) .
Zapolya was. to.be. such.a national.play,. celebrating. the. fall.of.Napoleon.
and.positing.the.cultivation.of.domestic.affections.as.the.most.secure.means.
of. establishing. social. harmony. and. justice. (cf ..Carlson. 1994:. 99) ..The.Prel-
ude,.“The.Usurper’s.Fortune,”.shows.the.rise.to.power.of.the.Napoleonic.figure.
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John.Beer.interprets.the.play.as.representing.the.victory.of.innocence.over.
evil,.which.could.not.be.achieved.by.force.(hence.the.failure.of.military.resist-

































The. influence. of. Shakespeare,. particularly. of. eighteenth-century. theatrical.





















wolves”. by.Kiuprili. (Prelude,. 1 .104) ..Therefore.Glycine’s. fears. in.her.dream.


















9. .See.Reminiscences of Michael Kelly.in.J ..Jackson.1970: 138 ..




again.he. is. trying. to. follow. the.Shakespearean.model,. as.he.understands. it ..



















ner.of.Ann.Radcliffe’s.“mock.supernatural .”.Glycine.faces.the.“war-wolf ”.first ..







the.viewer.knows.who. is.hiding. in. the.cave,. the. scene.does.not.offer.much.
stage.effect ..Coleridge.himself.did.not.appreciate.the.importance.of.mystery.
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